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ABSTRACT: Rare breast tumors, such as, pseudoangiomatous stromal hyperplasia, granulomatous mastitis, 

tubular adenoma, myofibroblastoma and xanthogranulomatous mastitis, sarcomas, neuroendocrine tumors can 
sometimes be misdiagnosed because of the similarities in their imagistic characteristics. The main objective of our 
report is to emphasize the importance of performing ultrasound-guided breast biopsies of suspect lesions in young 
patients. We performed an US-guided breast biopsy instead of an excisional biopsy because breast surgery has a 
huge psychological impact. We selected 3 atypical breast tumors in young women, with different clinical signs and 
symptoms, some of which similar to other breast lesions, but with rapid growth, which needed a different and multiple 
imaging approach. 
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Introduction 

In the past 50 years, imaging techniques has 

greatly improved early breast tumor diagnosis 

and has significantly accelerated access to 

therapy [1]. 

Breast pathology may include symptoms like 

nipple discharges, changing color or temperature 

of the breast or breast masses which may lead 

patients to seek medical assistance [2]. 

The most frequent benign lesions are 

represented by cysts, fibroadenomas, sclerosing 

adenosis, ductal ectasia, lipomas. 

Not all breast lesions have typical clinical 

signs, some of them may be accidentally 

discovered in routine controls, but there are 

cases in which the patient may identify nodular 

masses or changes in the breast tissue (color of 

the skin, pain, temperature) [3]. 

Rare benign breast lesions, like 

pseudoangiomatous stromal hyperplasia, 

granulomatous mastitis, diabetic mastopathy, 

tubular adenoma, myofibroblastoma, 

schwannoma and xanthogranulomatous mastitis, 

can be encountered [4,5]. 

The most common cause of death from 

cancer in women worldwide is represented by 

breast cancer [6]. 

It is determined by an uncontrolled growth 

and development of abnormal cells in the 

normal breast tissue. 

Ductal carcinoma is the most frequent type of 

breast cancer and can be divided in DCIS (ductal 

carcinoma in situ) or invasive (when being 

spread outside the duct). 

Other types of breast cancer can be 

represented by metastatic breast cancer, 

inflammatory breast cancer, triple negative 

breast cancer [6,7]. 

Rare breast malignant tumors may include 

neuroendocrine tumors [8] or breast sarcomas, a 

heterogenous group of non-epithelial tumors 

with mesenchymal origin [9]. 

The imaging techniques used to breast 

screening or diagnose are represented by breast 

ultrasound (US), mammography (MM) and 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). 

Breast US is a non-irradiating imaging 

technique which can identify the tissue 

composition and blood flow in any breast area or 

axilla. MRI is also a radiation-free imaging 

technique which can provide 3D images of the 

breast and axillary adenopathy. MM is the 

imaging technique used in breast screening by 

using X-rays [10]. 

Every type of breast lesion involves different 

medical approaches, therapeutic plans, and 

prognosis, according to the morphological 

phenotypes and specific histopathological types. 

The diagnosis of benign or malignant breast 

tumors and the histopathological type is 

determined through a breast biopsy or excisional 

surgery. 
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US-guided breast biopsy is a fast and non-

invasive well-accepted procedure (contrasted to 

excisional surgical biopsy), with a more rapidly 

healing and no scarring. 

The US-guided breast biopsy does not 

produce any changes in the breast tissue or 

shape, it is safe and with a lower cost, and it not 

involves hospital stay [11]. 

Subjects 

The main objective of our study is to 

emphasize the importance of performing 

US-guided breast biopsies for suspect breast 

lesions. 

The breast biopsy is also especially important 

for situations where there are lesions with 

similar imaging characteristics, but with a 

completely different histopathological results 

which conduct to different therapeutic 

approaches. 

The current study received approval from the 

local Ethics Committee. 

The patients included in the study freely 

expressed their written consent regarding the use 

of medical data for research purposes. 

A total of three rare, atypical breast lesions in 

young patients, which were identified through 

US±MM or MRI, were selected for our case 

report, from a total of 352 patients investigated 

between January 2018 and December 2019. 

The patients were investigated in the Clinical 

Emergency County Hospital of Craiova and in 

the Imaging Centre of University of Medicine 

and Pharmacy of Craiova. 

To obtain the histopathological (HP) and 

immunohistochemical (IHC) reports for the 

certainty diagnosis (benign/malignant lesions), 

we performed an US-guided breast biopsy. 

In young patients, the HP results confirmed 

uncommon breast tumors like 

xanthogranulomatous mastitis, primary breast 

sarcoma and tubular fibroadenoma. 

The cases presented different clinical signs 

and symptoms, some of which similar to other 

breast lesions, but with rapid growth, which 

needed a different and multiple imaging 

approach. 

One of the rare pathologies was identified in 

a 19-year-old patient with an enlarged right 

breast, describing tension, pain, and a modified 

areola, which developed progressively over a 

period of few months (Figure 1). 
 

 

Figure 1. Patient in sitting position with arms on 
the side; enlarged right breast and areola 

(indicated by arrow). 

Because of the young age, the patient was 

examined through breast ultrasound (Figure 2) 

and MRI Figure 3, 4), and no MM. 

 

 

Figure 2. US aspects suggesting large, nodular breast tumor. 

The breast-ultrasound identified in the right 

breast a well-circumscribed, hypoechoic, 

nodular mass, with weak vascularization and 

overlarge dimensions difficult to be measured by 

US. 
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Figure 3. MRI T1 and T2 axial sequences suggesting tumor aspects without contrast agent. 

 

 

Figure 4. MRI postcontrast sequence axial and sagittal view suggesting inhomogeneous breast tumor 
compressing normal breast tissue. 

 

The MRI with gadolinium depicted a large, 

inhomogeneous tumor, occupying both  

upper quadrants and a mass effect on the 

parenchyma inferiorly, with no-restricted 

diffusion and a type I enhancement curve, with a 

progressive enhancement pattern.  

An US-guided breast biopsy established the 

histopathological report of tubular 

fibroadenoma. 

The US-guided breast biopsy we performed 

offered multiple fragments which permitted 

proper identification of proliferated packed 

tubular structures. 

The patient underwent surgery and was 

submitted to breast ultrasound follow-up. 

The breast surgery is indicated in this case 

due to the rapid continuing growth of the tumor. 

Another rare pathology was identified in a 

46-year-old patient who, after self-examination 

identified in the right inframammary fold a 

subcutaneous mass, which developed for 

6 months (Figure 5).  
 

 

Figure 5. Patient in standing position, with arms 
behind the neck; subcutaneous breast mass in 

the right inframammary fold (indicated by arrow). 

As the patient was over 40 years old, we 

examined the breasts through MM (Figure6) and 

US. 
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Figure 6. Mediolateral oblique and craniocaudal MM view presenting two adjacent oval breast masses. 

MM identified two hyperdense breast masses 

with circumscribed margins. No calcifications 

were identified. The patient was additionally 

investigated through MRI (Figure 7, 8, 9). 

 

Figure 7. 3T MRI - T1, T2 and STIR image suggesting the two adjacent breast masses. 

 

Figure 8. 3T MRI image-hyper enhancing lesions strongly perfused and type II curve. 

   

Figure 9. 3T MRI image of breast sarcoma (DWI and postcontrast image) suggesting hyper enhancing 
lesions, with restricted diffusion. 
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The 3T MRI with contrast agent 

(Gadolinium) distinguished in the right breast 

two near-by breast masses, well demarcated, 

along with heterogenous structure, necrosis, 

hyperintense enhancing areas and restricted 

diffusion. 

Regarding the MRI enhancement curve (time 

intensity), we obtained a type II curve, with 

initial uptake followed by the plateau phase 

towards the latter part of the study-considered 

concerning for malignancy. 

An US-guided breast biopsy was performed 

and the histological and immunohistochemical 

findings established the diagnosis of primary 

breast sarcoma. 

The patient underwent oncological treatment, 

surgery and was submitted to computer 

tomography general follow-up and contralateral 

usual breast examination. 

An additional rare breast pathology was 

identified in a 34-year-old patient who was 

submitted in our out-patient clinic with right 

breast pain and palpatory anomalies, tension and 

an increased volume. 

The patient was firstly examined through US 

(Figure 10) because of the young age. 

 

Figure 10. US suggesting a mass-like aspect with 
acoustic shadowing. 

On US we identified ductal ectasia filled with 

hyperechoic material and mass-like appearance 

with acoustic shadowing. 

Due to the severe clinical symptoms and 

family history, we continued the breast 

investigation through MM (Figure 11). 

 

 

   

Figure 11. Mediolateral oblique and craniocaudal MM view suggesting focal asymmetric densities. 

The MM identified fatty heterogenous breast 

with focal asymmetric densities in the upper-

outer quadrant. 

The profile of the investigations raised 

malignant suspicion which enabled us to 

perform an US-guided breast biopsy. 

The HP diagnosis established the presence of 

a chronic inflammatory reaction represented by 

a gigantic mastitis xanthogranulomatous. 

Discussion 

The present study consisted in the 

examination of the breasts through US, MM, 

and MRI in some selected cases. 

An US-guided breast biopsy was performed 

on all three patients included in this case report 

to establish the HP type of the lesions, because 

of the clinical aggressive signs and various 

imaging aspects. 
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The results of this research emphasize the 

importance of this minimal invasive technique 

because of potential misdiagnosis which might 

be caused by the imaging similarities of the 

lesions. 

Breast US is the first imaging technique used 

in breast evaluation, involving lower costs. It 

can be used both for diagnosis and follow-up 

because is a non-invasive and non-irradiating 

imaging method. 

It can be performed on patients of any age, 

multiple times. It can assess the structure and 

margins of the lesions, or morphology [12-14]. 

MM was not used as an imaging technique in 

the youngest patient (19 years old) because of 

the exposure to X-rays, so the patient performed 

an MRI examination. 

For the other two patients the benefits 

provided by the mammography outweighed the 

risks induced by this amount of radiation [15]. 

MRI is used as an addition to breast US and 

MM, being also an especially important 

diagnostic tool, by identifying exceedingly small 

breast lesions. 

Some notable advances in MRI technology, 

such as diffusion weighted MRI (DWI-MRI), 

apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) and 

dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI have proved 

their efficacy in being an adjunct to MM or 

breast US in case of a not truly clear diagnosis, 

in patients with dense breast or breast implants. 

Breast MRI can also be used in highly 

invasive breast cancers or in monitoring the 

response to neoadjuvant therapy. 

An important role in differentiating benign 

from malignant lesions is played by using DWI 

and ADC values, even without using contrast 

administration (in patients with known allergies 

or renal dysfunction) [16]. 

DWI offers biological information about the 

physical properties of tissues, composition and 

about the architectural organization. 

Breast MRI can identify both masses and 

non-masses lesions with full criteria such as 

shape, dimensions, enhancement, and the kinetic 

curve assessment because it generates images 

based on the normal molecular motion of water 

which is altered by mostly malignant pathology 

(a more compact architecture which will affect 

the movement of water molecules, represented 

by lower ADC values) [16,17]. 

The gold standard for the pathologic 

evaluation of breast cancer is represented by the 

US-guided needle-core breast biopsy, which has 

become the preferred technique in sampling 

breast tumors [12]. 

Nevertheless, challenging areas have 

remained in the differentiation between certain 

subtypes of breast cancer, such as 

fibroadenomas and Phyllodes tumors [18]. 

In our case, we performed an US guided-

breast biopsy using an automatic 14G biopsy 

gun which obtained the biological material 

necessary for a histopathological examination. 

We performed an US-guided breast biopsy as 

an alternative to excisional biopsy since breast 

surgery has a huge psychological impact at any 

age. 

Another important advantage of this 

technique is represented by the fact that in 

young patients whose breasts are not fully 

developed, surgery may affect the breast shape. 

Representing only 0.13-1.7% of all breast 

benign tumors, the tubular adenoma is one of the 

rarest benign breast masses identified in young 

premenopausal women [19]. 

The tubular fibroadenoma should be 

differentiated both with benign lesions (classic 

fibroadenoma, lactating adenoma) and 

malignant tumors (tubular carcinoma), so both 

with benign and malignant lesions, which 

empathize once more the importance of a breast 

biopsy [20]. 

They usually appear as non-calcified 

fibroadenomas on mammograms and well-

circumscribed hypoechoic masses on 

ultrasounds [21-24]. 

Breast sarcoma is a rare type of breast cancer 

(accounting for fewer than 1% of all breast 

cancers) [25]. 

Their development takes place in the 

connective tissue that supports the lobules and 

the breast ducts, unlike the more common types 

of breast cancer which start to develop in the 

milk ducts, and therefore they act differently 

than the more common breast cancer types. 

They are undifferentiated high-grade tumors, 

with rapidly dividing cells. 

Breast sarcoma may be de novo (primary) or 

secondary to chemotherapy, immune system 

disorders, chronic lymphedema. 

The primary breast sarcoma may involve the 

presence of inherited genetic disorders.  Because 

of its rarity, literature is limited to case reports 

and reviews [25,26]. 

The differential diagnosis of breast sarcoma 

should be made with Phyllodes tumors, 

metaplastic carcinoma, invasive ductal 

carcinoma not otherwise specified, triple-

negative carcinomas, lymphoma, juvenile 

fibroadenoma (giant fibroadenoma) [27]. 
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Xanthogranulomatous inflammation is a rare 

form of chronic inflammation which is 

characterized by its mass forming capacity and 

locally destructive nature. 

It may involve many different organs but is 

an extremely uncommon occurrence in the 

breast and has a variable clinical presentation. 

This type of inflammation may produce firm 

lesions which can mimic malignant tumors 

[28,29]. 

The etiology of granulomatous mastitis is not 

very clear, being considered a heterogeneous 

chronic pathology with multiple clinical signs 

and symptoms [30]. 

Most frequently it is associated with severe 

inflammation and/or fistulae. 

The main priority is to exclude a malignant 

pathology being taken into consideration that the 

granulomatous changes may obscure carcinomas 

-a supplemental reason to perform an 

ultrasound-guided breast biopsy [28,30]. 

The differential diagnosis of gigantic mastitis 

xanthogranulomatous should be made with 

Zuska’s disease, squamous metaplasia of 

lactiferous ducts, recurrent subareolar abscess. 

Often patients present fistulae tracts [31]. 

The most common reasons for missed 

diagnosis are dense parenchyma that conceals 

the tumor, particularly in noncalcified lesions, 

inadequate positioning or poor technique, lack 

of perception of an abnormality, erroneous 

interpretation of a suspect lesion, subtle 

characteristics of malignancy or slow 

developing, non-distorting tumors. 

In the three selected instances the clinical 

evolution was quite rapid, which determined the 

patients to immediately seek medical assistance. 

The imaging aspects of the lesions were 

ambiguous, which prompted us to perform the 

US-guided biopsies in order to avoid 

misdiagnosing the suspect tumors. 

The goal is to gather all the patient 

information in one place in order to increase the 

proficiency and also the efficiency. 

Breast imaging is no longer considered to be 

a single modality field because every breast 

imaging technique has its advantages but also its 

limitations. 

There are some imaging aspects regarding 

every imaging technique which may orientate 

breast lesions directly to high-risk pathology like 

irregular tightly clustered calcifications on MM, 

hypoechoic ill-defined lesions on breast US or 

restricted-diffusion areas on MRI. 

All these identified changes associated with 

an ultrasound-guided breast biopsy will allow 

obtaining an eloquent diagnosis and staging for 

the best therapeutic plan and follow-up. 

A breast screening program should be 

implemented for the early detection of lesions, 

given the heterogeneity of imaging features. 

A high degree of suspicion must be 

especially raised for breast tumors, developed in 

young patients. 

Close collaboration between radiologists and 

pathologists is crucial for a fast and concise 

diagnosis, in order to ensure that suspect lesions 

are not overlooked and do not delay the 

diagnosis of malignancy. 
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